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The development of my concept of pangulo regime was a
protracted process, taking place in a period of twenty-five years.
Its sharp and clear definition was made only two years ago in
1996 in my paper "The Pangulo Regime: From the Philippine
Revolution (1896) to the Present and the Future,"! read and
discussed during the centenary of the Philippine Revolution,
where I distinguished the pangulo regime sharply from the
parliamentary and presidential regimes. As a concept the
pangulo regime is not known to Filipino politicians, mass-media
practitioners, and academics, except only to a few in the
University of the Philippines who know well my works on the
subject, including the latest. The solid proof of its not being
known to the general public is that in our country whenever
we engage in a country-wide debate on what form of
government is desirable for or applicable to the Philippines,
such as in the constitutional conventions in 1934-1935, 19711972, and 1986, as well as in the recent discussions or debates
during the full terms of former President Corazon C. Aquino
and former President Fidel. V. Ramos and the partial term of
President Joseph Ejercito Estrada, the debate format on the
forms of government has been confined to the bipartite format
of parliamentary vs. presidential regime:
It is time therefore to liberate ourselves from this conceptual
prison and to broaden our insights and knowledge of Philippine
government and politics by the adoption of the tripartite
format of debate - parliamentary vs. presidential V5. pangulo
regime,

,.
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Since the pangulo regime concept is not well-known, it must
be clearly and sharply defined, comparing and contrasting it
to the English parliamentary and American types of regime.
Let me, then, define it sharply and clearly as I had defined it in
my latest work:
The Philippine pangulo regime is a democratic and
libertarian form of governance like the English
parliamentary and the American presidential regimes, but :
the pangulo regime is distinguishable from the AngloAmerican types, for the pangulo regime operates on the
principle of the supremacy of the executive and it puts
premium on the value of pagdomt!J_(sharing with and caring
for fellow persons). 2
In this definition, a pangulo regime has one implicit and
four explicit defining characteristics>The implicit feature arises
from the concept regime~ for the pangulo regime is a regime. A
political system of governance is not a regime unless it is
institutionalized. In order that it can be regarded as
institutionalized system, it must have a national constitution;
an on-going government whose organs are complete - a
lawmaking organ, an executive, an administrative agency, a
judiciary, and national armed forces; national symbols, a
national flag and a national anthem; and other paraphernalia
of a nation, such as a national university. The last, however, is
not absolutely required.

.1

j
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The four explicit defining characteristics of a pangulo
regime are: (1) it is democratic; (2)'it is libertarian; (3) it operates
on the principle of the supremacy of the executive; and (4) it
puts a premium on the value of pagdamt!J.
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The three regimes the parliamentary, the presidential, and
the pangulo'- are similar in some aspects, but in other aspects,
they are vastly different from each other. All three regimes are
democratic, for all of them believe in and practice the principle
of popular sovereignty. In all these regimes the people control
the government, for their fundamental laws provide that the
people (demos) are the ultimate source of authority (kratos). All
these regimes are also libertarian (from libertas, liberty or
freedom), for all these regimes provide for a bill of rights in
their constitution. Finally, all three regimes believe in the three
great values which the French Revolution recognized -liberty,
equality, and fraternity). All the three regimes recognize liberty
as a value because as pointed out earlier, all three are libertarian.
All these three regimes also recognize the value of equality,
.for as pointed out earlier also, all three regimes are democratic.
Democracy implies that each individual in the political society
is equal to each of the other individuals constituting the political
society. This is enshrined in the doctrine of democracy - one
man, one vote. And finally, all three regimes recognize the value
of fraternity, for all of them are Christian, believing in God as
the common Father and Creator, and, therefore, all the children
of God are brothers (fraternity = brotherhood).
s-
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But, if all the three regimes are similar in these aspects,
there are certain features in these regimes which are vastly
different, so that each regime can be distinguished from the
others. All three are similar in some aspects, as common
members of one class (pe'r genus), but each is different from
the others (per diferentia).
If the philippine pangulo regime operates on the principle
of the supremacy of the executive, the parliamentary regime
operates on the supremacy of the parliament or the legislature.
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Owing to the principle of the supremacy of the parliament in
,the English parliamentary system, the executive in that regime
resignsjf the parliament no longer has confidence in the
executive.' Under the same principle, there is no judicial review
in England, for the judiciary cannot pronounce an act of the
parliament as unconstitutional." In the American presidential
system, on the other hand, neither the executive nor the
parliament is supreme. Instead, in the American presidential
regime the executive and the legislative branches are co-equal
or coordinate. There obtains a separation of powers and checks
and balances between these two great policymaking branches
of the national government.! The present politics of the United
States involving the Monica Lewinsky affair of President
William "Bill" Clinton and the politics of impeachment'
involving the President and the Congress illustrate the coequality of the executive and the legislature, the separation of
powers, and checks and balances in the United States.
With regard to the trinity of values recognized by the
parliamentary regime of England, the presidential regime of
the United States, and the Philippine pangulo regime, each
regime in England, the United States, and the Philippines gives
more importance or gives a premium on one of the three values
of liberty, equality, and fraternity. The reason or explanation
for this fact is' the specific or particular history and political
culture of England, the United States, and the Philippines.
In the English parliamentary regime, liberty as a value is
given a premium. This is shown clearly in the importance of
Magna Carta of 1225 and the Declaration of Rights that
fructified in the Glorious Revolution of England in 1688. 6
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In the American presidential regime, it is also obvious that
of the trinity of values Americans recognize, it is equality that
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is first in importance. The American Declaration of
Independence of 1776 is an eloquent proof. This great
document states: "We hold these truths to be self-evident; that
all men are created equal." After this declaration, the American
basic document stated further: "And that they are endowed
with certain inalienable rights; and among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness."?
In the Philippine pangulo regime, which will be discussed
extensively and with more empirical evidence in the next
section, owing to the particular history and political culture of
Filipinos, the fraternal value of pagdam,ay is given emphasis, as
shown in Filipino folk sayings of various ethno-linguistic
groups. Thus, the Tagalogs say: "Ang sakit ng kafingkingan try
damdam ng buong katawan." ("T'le pain suffered by the little
finger is suffered by the whole body,") The Ilocanos put this
folk saying as follows: "Uray fa iikikit ti magaradgadan isu amin
ti bagi ti masakitan," ("Even if only the little finger is scratched,
the entire body feels the pain.") art the other hand, the
Cebuanos articulate the precept with practically the same
meaning: "Ang samad sa kumingking, pagabation sa tibuok lauas:"
("The pain suffered by the little finger is felt by the entire
body.") 8
c
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As part of the main body of my centennial lecture, I shall
now substantiate the thesis that the Philippme Revolution
produced a pangulo regime.. In other words, the Philippine
pangulo regime, embodied in the First Philippine Republic,
established by General Emilio F. Aguinaldo in 1898-1901, was
the flower of the Philippine Revolution.
The Philippine Revolution from a broad view followed a
series of three stages." The first stage was the Propaganda
Movement, from 1875 to 1895, led by Graciano Lopez Jaena,
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Marcelo H. del Pilar, and Jose Rizal. Its main aim was reformist,
to bring about social, economic, and political reforms in the.
Philippines and to effect the assimilation of the Philippines in
the body politic of Spain. But towards the end of the
movement, starting in 1892, the Propaganda Movement, at
least as led by Rizal, was no longer reformist. It had become
revolutionist, as clearly shown in the Liga Filipina of Rizal. If
we include the Liga Filipino to the principal works of Rizal essays, novels, and poetry - we shall find a pangulo regime
model advocated by Rizal.
The second stage of the Philippine Revolution was the
Katipunan Period led by Andres Bonifacio and Emilio Jacinto
in 1896-1897, although the Katipunan was born in 1892 and
died with the death of Jacinto in 1899. On August 23, 1896, a
fully developed polity, the so-called Bonifacio republic, was
born. It was only a week-old baby when it expired on August
30,1896, when Bonifacio's and Jacinto's forces were defeated
at Pinaglabanan, San Juan Del Monte, preparatory to the
invasion of Manila.
The third stage was the Philippine Revolution proper, led
by Emilio F. Aguinaldo and Apolinario Mabini in 1889-1901,
although the Philippine Revolution may be dated to have begun
in 1897 (when Aguinaldo was elected President of the Republic
of the Philippines in the Tejeros Convention) and to have died
with the death of Macario Sakay in 1907. The flower of the
Philippine Revolution was the First Philippine Republic of
1898-1901 established by General Aguinaldo.
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The First Philippine Republic was a genuine pangulo regime,
for it was an institutionalized system of governance. It was
not simply a pangulo-regime model which was the great
contribution of Rizal- Rizal's model provided for a democratic
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and-libertarian form of government as seen in his great essays,
novels, poetry and Liga Filipina. Rizal's model provided for the
supremacy of the executive in the Liga Filipina; it put a premium
on the value of pagdamay in the Liga Pilipina - but it remained
an idea or model like Plato's kallipolis which never existed on
earth although it existed as a heavenly model for earthly
imperfect political systems.
The same conclusion. applies to Bonifacio's and Jacinto's
so-called republic. Both Bonifacio and Jacinto contributed a
pangulo-regime model in Philippine history, not a pangulo
regime. It is true that all the characteristics of a pangulo regime
were manifested in their so-called republic. Bonifacio believed
in democracy as ,proven by his democratic actions in the Tejeros
Convention 'in 1897. Jacinto provided in his Pamabalaan sa
Hukuman ng Silangan: "Sovereignty resides in the people. This
is the guiding principle upon which the Government of the
East is established/"? Both leaders advocated and defended
liberty and the rights of the people. Both also believed in the
value, of pagdamay. Bonifacio declared in his Decalogue:
"Babaginan ng makaki!Ja ang alin mang nagdaralita."11 ("Insofar as
it is within thy power, share thy means with the poor and
unfortunate.") 12 Jacinto in the Lilllanag at Dilim said: Kun<.~ an,g
pag-ibig ay wala ang mga Boyan ay mapapa1ll1 sa balat ng lupa... Ja
pag-ibig nunukalang kinakailangangpagdadamayan."13 ("If there is
no love all the communities will vanish from the surface of
the earth ... From love springs the needed pagdadam'!Jan.") 14
U
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As regards the principle that should operate in the
government, both Jacinto and Bonifacio believed in essentially
the same idea. Jacinto said in the Liuanag .at Dilim:

Ang alin mang katipunan atpagkakaisa ay nangangailangan ng
isang pinakaulo, isang kapangyarihan una sa labat na sukat
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makapa.gbib~gqy ng magandang t!Yos,

makapagpapanatili ng tunqy
napagkakaisa, at makapag-akqy sa han<.~anang ninanais, katulad
n,g sasa~an,.g itinutugpa l~g isang bibasang piloto na kung ito)
matuala qy nan,.ganganib na mali,gaul at abutin l~g kakilakilabot
na kamatayan sa laot ng dagat, na di 1Ia maleaaasang.
makakadaong sa pampal~ ng maligt!yang payapa ~ kabuht!yang
binabanap. IS

(In any society or association, there is a need for one
that serves as head, one authority which is superordinate
to all who will provide good order, maintain true unity,
and help in the attainment of goals as a boat needs a
skillful pilot, the lack of whom will lead to the danger
of getting lost and foundering at sea, thus losing all hopes
of reaching its destination.) 16
In the case of Bonifacio, his belief in the supr,emacy of
the executive was articulated in the titles he held in the
Katipunan' - Supremo and Pan,.gulo n,.g Haring. BC!yan,.g Kata.ga"~gan
(Chieftain and Head of the Sovereign People of the Tagalogs.) 17
Bonifacio's and Jacinto's so-called republic" was actually
only a pangulo-regime model. It was only an idea. Bonifacio
as Pan,.gulo ng Haring Boyan had a comet-like existence. His Cry
of Pugadlawin on August 23, 1896, the birth cry of his
government, was vigorous, but the baby republic which he
fathered expired on August 30, 1896 after the Katipunan forces
were defeated at Pinaglabanan. Even if we prolong the life of
his government until May 10, 1897, when he was killed, his
system of governance could not be institutionalized, for it takes
a long period to institutionalize a political system.
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On the other hand, in comparison to Bonifacio's so-called
republic, Aguinaldo's First Philippine Republic of 1898-1901
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was a genuine institutionalized system of governance. It was a
true and real pangulo regime.
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, First, it had a national constitution, the Malolos
Constitution. Although formally it established a parliamentary
form of government, as planned and vigorously defended 'by
its principal author, Felipe Calderon, in practice and as amended
in the transitory provisions, it actually was a government
operating on the principle of the supremacy of the executive.
As an institutionalized system of governance, it .did not only
have.a national constitution; it also had a national legislature,
the Malolos Congress. Moreover, it had a national
administrative agency to run the affairs of the national
government. In 1898-1889 it had a Council of Government,
composed of Secretaries of Departments, headed during the
critical days of the republic by Apolinario Mabini, also serving
as Secretary of Foreign Affairs. The other departments of the
National Government were the Department of War, under
Baldomero Aguinaldo; Department of Interior, under Leandro
Ibarra; Department of Finance, under Mariano Trias;
Department of Justice, under Gregorio Araneta; and
Department of Fomento (Industry, Commerce,
Communications, Public Works, Public Instruction, and
Agriculture), under Felipe Buencamino, Sr. The First Philippine
Republic also had a national judiciary headed by the Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court. Moreover, it had a national
army, a national university, a national flag, and a national
anthem. 19
Second, the national government was operating under the
principle of the supremacy of the executive," as evidenced by
the fact that its President, General Aguinaldo, was Commanderin-Chief of the Armed forces, National Administrative and
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Executive Chief, and Chief Legislator. Practically all the laws
of the First Philippine Republic, more than one hundred in
all, which were compiled by Professor Sulpicio F. Guevarra,
were decrees issued by General Aguinaldo.
Third, this regime had a democratic system of governance.
In Article 3 of the fundamental law, popularly known as the
Malolos constitution, there is a provision: "Sovereignty resides
exclusively in the people.'?' The President of the "Republic,
General Aguinaldo, was elected by the Malolos Congress,
composed of representatives from the various provinces of
the archipelago, several of whom were elected by
representatives of provinces which were under the control of
the revolutionists. The non-elected members were appointed
by President Aguinaldo, who was elected by the Malolos
Congress.
Fourth, the regime was libertarian, for the Malolos
constitution provided for a Bill of rights." In Title IV "and
elsewhere of the fundamental law, there were such rights as
freedom to express opinions or ideas, to form associations, to
petition the government for the redress of grievances, to be
free from arbitrary arrest and imprisonment, to be free from
violation of entry of dwelling house, .and to be guaranteed
rights to privacy of correspondence, among others. Moreover,
Article 5 provided for the separation of church and state."
Fifth and finally, the value which was given a premium by
the First Philippine Republic was the value of pagdamay. Where
do we find this value eloquently articulated? It is found in
Aguinaldo's letter to the old members of the Katipunan dated
July 15, 1898.24 Aguinaldo could articulate this value eloquently
not only because he is a Filipino who drank deeply from the
springs of Filipino political culture but also because he was
54
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familiar with Rizal's writings, and he became a member of
Bonifacio's and Jacinto's Katipunan. Aguinaldo was
administered the solemn rites of the Katipunan by Bonifacio
himself before the outbreak of the Philippine Revolution
proper. Aguinaldo became a member of the Katipunan in 1895.
Familiar with Rizal's works and a Katipunero even before the
outbreak of the Philippine Revolution proper in 1896,
Aguinaldo was fully indoctrinated in the ideas of the panguloregime model of Rizal, Bonifacio, and Jacinto, especially its
distinguishing characteristics of the supremacy of the executive
and the emphasis on pagdamf9.
How was the value of pagdamf9 articulated in Aguinaldo's
letter of July 15, 1898?

•

This significant document stated that all Filipinos were
brothers, for they were the sons of the same mother country.
At first they were brothers under the Katipunan. However,
the old Katipunan had been replaced by the Republic of the
Philippines.
Aguinaldo's letter continued:

•

There is rio Katipunan today, because the entire
Philippines our most dear mother country is the true
Katipunan in which all her sons are united; and agreed in
her desire and one wish, that is, to rescue the mother
country which groans in slavery. 25
Adopting the metaphor of body implicitly for the entire
archipelago, Aguinaldo's letter of July 15, 1898 concluded th'at
all organs of the body politic, including all their cells, must
cooperate with each other, giving pagdamtry to all the rest.
Aguinaldo said: "[Ilt is the duty of all to contribute life and
property to the arduous task of freeing the people.?"
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And what is the role of Aguinaldo in this body politic? His
role as he stated it echoed what Jacinto said in the Liwanag at
Dilim - "pinakauld' (one who serves as head). Aguinaldo's letter
stated:
I have no other duty. I have no other desire than to give
the [assignment of] duty which is in accordance with his
aptitude. and demonstrated merit that he is fit to carry
out.... [Ylou know that for me to be able to do this, the
complete harmony and unity of feeling which is the
foundation of tranquility and moderation is necessary."
In the last paragraph of the letter, Aguinaldo continued
to play the role of pinakaufo by enjoining the people to avoid
"sacking, plundering, robbing and deceiving, [for those actions]
destroy our credit an~ hurt us much before other nations and
injure tranquility.'P"

•
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In summary, owing to the fact that Aguinaldo's first
Philippine 'Republic was an institutionalized system of
governance, which was democratic and libertarian in form, and
it exhibited the distinguishing characteristics of the supremacy
of the executive in the operation of the government and it
put a premium on the value of pagdamqy, it was truly a pangulo
regime, as distinguished from the American presidential regime
and. the English parliamentary regime.
It was also a Filipino invention, acquiring a significant status
in political science as what the American presidential regime
and the English parliamentary regime have attained in political
science.

•

Except for Quezon, Laurel, and Marcos after his
declaration of martial law in 1972, all the other presidents
attempted to establish a pangulo regime but failed owing to
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certain reasons and various circumstances. However, owing to
Philippine political culture and the fact that Rizal, Bonifacio
and Jacinto advocated a pan~lo-regime model and Aguinaldo
did establish a pangulo regime" all these other presidents
modeled their regimes using the pangulo-regime as their
paradigm.
•
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In conclusion, I posit that my concept of pangulo regime
is significant. Its significance cannot be denied, for the sciences
- natural, biological, and the social (the last includes political
science and history) - advance by means of conceptconstruction and concept-exposition. Thomas Kuhn has
demonstrated the truth of this preposition in bis great work,
The J trnaure ~r J cientific Rwolution. 29
I had conceptualized the idea of a pangulo regime,
describing its general nature or form and identifying its specific
characteristic features so that the pangulo regime can be
distinguished from the two other well-known democratic and
libertarian regimes - the parliamentary and the presidential. I
have also shown the empirical manifestation of a pangulo
regime in the First Philippine Republic established by General
Emilio F. Aguinaldo in 1898-1901. Thus, Thomas Gray's idea
in his "Elegy" - "Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste its sweetness on the desert air"30 - while valid and
true, cannot be said anymore of the flower of the' Philippine
revolution, the Philippine pangulo regime. Conceptualized and
provided empirical evidence, the phenomenon of the
Philippine pangulo regime which had bloomed unseen in
Philippine political history and perhaps even in the history of
the world, can now be seen, so that its "sweetness" can now
be enjoyed.
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The dismal bipartite debate in our country during the last
sixty years or six decades from the Commonwealth era to the
present year 1998, from the 1930s to the 1990s, from Quezon
to Estrada - the presidential regime vs. the parliamentary regime
format - can now be dumped in the garbage can of Philippine
history and now replaced and broadened by the tripartite debate
format - presidential regime vs. parliamentary regime vs.
pangulo regime.
The significance of my concept, pangulo regime, is clinched
by the fact that our country is now preparing for the revision
of the 1987 Constitution for another round of Charter Change
(CHA-'CHA). It is also clinched by the fact that we are very
close to the end of the second millennium and the beginning
of the third millennium. In the passing away of the old
millennium and the coming in of the new one thousand years,
will the uld and corrupt Babylon be destroyed forever and the
beautiful new jerusalem!' be established in our country? Let
us broaden the scope of our debate in the next round of debate
on the Philippine constitution. Through this debate, we may
yet be able to establish the kallipolis of our dreams ..•
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